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diagnosis and control, by both individual and group care;
5. To let the student observe the doctor-patient relationship in general practice, to enable

him to discuss how and why this relationship develops and to learn its significance.
Professional aims

1. To give the student some insight into the origins, present patterns, and likely future of
general practice as a clinical and professional discipline;

2. To allow him opportunity to express views on the changes in general practice that his
generation would wish to see introduced;

3. To assist the medical school to develop in students such understanding and attitudes
as will promote an holistic approach to medicine.

A second report on methods of attaining these objectives is being prepared.
*Report from General Practice, No. V, July 1966.

RESEARCH UNIT AND ADVISORY SERVICE

Some genetic aspects of schizophrenia

Possible biological advantage among relatives of schizophrenics
1. Schizophrenia is, to a substantial extent, genetically dtermined, and its world-widee

prevalence of about one per cent is far too high to be maintained by mutation alone.
2. It has been suggested by Huxley and others that schizophrenia remains common,

notwithstanding the diminished number of children born to schizophrenics, because schizo-
phrenics and their relatives have some counterbalancing advantage, or advantages, which enable
them to survive better than 'nornmal' people and to have more surviving children.

3. It is therefore of interest to compare the illnesses suffered by schizophrenics and their
relatives with those suffered by normal people (controls) and their relatives.

4. A pilot study along these lines has been carried out in two general practices, in Ibstock
and ii Lowestoft, and the recorded doctor-patient contacts from 1956-65 examined for 30
schizophrenics, 63 controls, 77 schizophrenics' first degree relatives and 144 control relatives.

5. This study revealed that the relatives of schizophrenics appeared to differ from normal
people in their morbidity.
Proposals for a further study

If confirmed, these findings would be of considerable genetic interest, and may also have
practical importance in the making of predictions about the future prevalence of schizophrenia.

A larger study has therefore been planned, and will be financed initially by grants from the
Schizophrenia Foundation and from the Royal Society. This study will be a retrospective one,
and will be concerned with the illnesses observed in schizophrenics and their relatives, and in
controls and their relatives, together with a study of the fertility of these groups.

Request for volunteers
Interested doctors would be given further details of the study so that they could decide

whether to participate. The study is so planned that as much of the work as possible is capable
of being performed by the doctors' secretary. Though 'E Book' (diagnostic index) doctors are
especially welcome there are no requirements for participants other than a reasonable standard
ofrecord keeping.

If you would be willing to consider participating in such a study please write to Dr M. P.
Carter, New Surgery, 15 Kirkley Park Road, Lowestoft.

A payment for each completed record card will be made to offset secretarial and other
expenses.


